ERC PROJECTS AWARDED
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On-going projects (5)

Motivated Reading of Evidence
Jeanne HAGENBACH, Starting Grant

Nuclear Weapons Choices Governing vulnerabilities between past and future
Benoît PELOPIDAS, Starting Grant

Inclusive rights: A new model to organise legal relations to shared resources in tangible property and intellectual property
Séverine DUSOLLIER, Consolidator Grant

Firm Networks, Trade and Growth
Thomas CHANEY, Starting Grant

Social Preferences, Well-Being and Policy
Yann ALGAN, Consolidator Grant

Completed projects (9)

Risk Incentives in Financial Institution
Guillaume PLANTIN, Starting Grant

An Inquiry into Modes of Existence
Bruno LATOUR, Advanced Grant

TRUST : Culture, Coopération et Economie
Yann ALGAN, Starting Grant
A political history of the future: knowledge production and future governance 1945-2010
Jenny ANDERSSON, Starting Grant

From Silicosis to Chronic Respiratory diseases
Paul-André ROSENTAL, Advanced Grant

Heterogeneity that Matters for Welfare and Trade
Thierry MAYER, Starting Grant

EcoMatch - Matching Markets: Theoretical and Empirical Investigations
Alfred GALICHON, Starting Grant

Within and across countries heterogeneity in international finance
Nicolas COEURDACIER, Starting Grant

Wage Dynamics, Sorting Patterns in Labour Markets and Policy Evaluation
Jean-Marc ROBIN, Advanced Grant